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The culmination of the pro-women movements and their
unabashed abandonment of logic and reason is that their
narrative can now be publicly misandric and any critical
opposition is simply ignored as they march forward. Everything
leading up to this has created the Hollywood sex scandal fever.
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Comments

TheDevilsAdvokaat • 382 points • 12 January, 2018 09:54 PM* 

So she made a deal, got paid the amount was agreed, but it was "exploitative"....so exploitattive she did it twice.

And asking for clarification of how she was exploited is "mansplaining"?

She doesn't understand what mansplaining is. She's just using it as a smear word.

Also, why should anyone "just believe" anyone about anything? Isn't that why we have courts, so that accusers
have to prove their assertions?

Asking people to "just believe" things women say is putting women on an evidentiary pedestal above men...as if
women don't defraud or lie or cheat...as if they are goddesses!

Fuck that.

And fuck this woman. She's an idiot.

rationalthought314 • 100 points • 13 January, 2018 06:11 AM 

the problem with a lot of feminist buzzwords is they are so loosely defined that instead of them being used as
weapons being wielded by skillful warriors (warrior-esses?) they are being thrown about by the equivalent of
a 5 year old who's found their dad's gun.

TheDevilsAdvokaat • 30 points • 13 January, 2018 07:13 AM* 

Yes. She seems to be using the word in a manner that doesn't match the way that feminists use it, but then
again I've seen mansplaining used whenever a man is explaining something, condescending or not, and
whether the receiver knows the information already or not, but it was just a quick post and I couldn't be
bothered going into such depth.... ;-P

And yes a lot of the time they just become smear words and insults...

Original_Dankster • 34 points • 13 January, 2018 05:04 PM 

Mansplaining is merely the act of dismissing cuntfusion.

Entropy-7 • 3 points • 15 January, 2018 01:17 AM 

There is a viable definition out there and a legitimate use of the word. I am a guy and sometimes
we have fucked up ways of justifying our actions. Unfortunately, 99.9% of women lack the
coherency to put the word to proper use.

rationalthought314 • 29 points • 13 January, 2018 08:30 AM 

I notice they'll use it to deflect attention away from their ignorance of a subject

Stevegracy • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 03:14 PM [recovered]

Bill burr nailed if when he said that during an argument anytime they go off script and talk about
anything other than the subject, they know they've lost and that they have no ground to stand on.
And they usually go for something that will push your buttons. - paraphrased

TheRedPillRipper • 8 points • 13 January, 2018 09:32 PM 

and then "you just call em a cunt."
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[deleted] • 2 points • 14 January, 2018 02:45 AM 

I've seen mansplaining used whenever a man is explaining something, condescending or not, and
whether the receiver knows the information already or not

A year ago I got into a debate with a woman on facebook about why Hitler was made Times Man of
the Year in the 1930s. She thought that it was bad they selected him (never mind that he had done
nothing wrong at the time), and I responded that they logic behind Man of the Year has nothing to do
with being a role model or doing good things. She fired back I was 'mansplaining', to which I replied
that I was just citing accepted facts.

So as rationalthought314 notes, yeah they deflect ignorance of a subject.

TheDevilsAdvokaat • 14 points • 14 January, 2018 04:14 AM 

Yep. It's just a convenient smear word to use against men.

In return I like to respond they are just "womoaning" ....

TheRabid • 4 points • 14 January, 2018 09:20 PM 

You could have responded...’it’s not “mansplaining”, it’s called explaining because you don’t
appear to understand the subject’.

Entropy-7 • 3 points • 15 January, 2018 01:22 AM 

It's not "mansplaining" unless there is a gendered perceptual bias involved.

Feminists are hilarious sometimes when they try to say that facts, science, logic and such are
male, as if women can have their own facts, their own scientific body of knowledge and their
own equally valid method of reasoning that defies logic.

1015814_13 • 3 points • 15 January, 2018 10:12 AM 

People (rightly) mocked the Trump White House team for using the phrase 'alternative
facts'. But when Oprah lauds women for 'telling their truths' nobody bats an eyelid. Not
'The Truth', not 'Their Experiences', but 'Their Truths'.

Entropy-7 • 4 points • 15 January, 2018 03:52 PM 

I attended a completely cucked left coast law school and this shit about "women's
voices" or experiences or whatever that posits an alterative reality buble based on what
is between your legs is a lot of crap.

Maybe I am too harsh. Your experiences are your own, your opions are your own, but
you don't get to choose your own facts. The world doesn't work that way unless we let
it.

I worked as a divorce attorney and it is a learned skill to tease appart that portion of the
narrative that actually happened from what women think happened. Guys are much
simple creatures, we just outright lie and I had to softly call many of them on this.

WalterEArmstrong • 1 point • 15 January, 2018 12:34 AM 

That would've confused her all the more!

[deleted] • 7 points • 14 January, 2018 12:54 AM 
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That's how ideological buzzwords are crafted. It's by design not by chance.

And "who is right" is who gets more followers, retweets, and support from mass-market media —
nothing else counts.

Entropy-7 • 2 points • 15 January, 2018 01:13 AM 

Sometimes I think of monkeys throwing poo.

[deleted] • 39 points • 13 January, 2018 01:04 PM 

she's an adultbaby demanding that women have no agency. she's just pissed because even after she did it...
twice... she's still not famous. she didn't even make it into SAG (the acting union).

she can eat shit. she's a hysterical loser.

saibot83 • 16 points • 13 January, 2018 04:10 PM* 

She's an "aspiring filmmaker" who has sour grapes over that sucking the dick never lead to anything. She
probably feels she's owed and got lost in the shuffle among the rest of the starfuckers.

TheDevilsAdvokaat • 3 points • 13 January, 2018 01:47 PM 

Pretty much what I thought.

ChadThundercockII • 5 points • 13 January, 2018 11:59 PM 

as if they are goddesses!

Goddesses do lie and cheat too

Darth_Toenail • 12 points • 14 January, 2018 12:41 PM 

Yeah, like when Persephone #metoo'd Hades, but then carried on going back down there every year
because she just couldn't keep away from that alpha bad boy cock.

ChadThundercockII • 6 points • 14 January, 2018 02:20 PM 

Lol, your mythology knowledge is on point. I wonder how many people in history got metoo'd

TheDevilsAdvokaat • 4 points • 14 January, 2018 01:02 AM 

Good point!

And blind people for pointing out unpleasant truths.

markdumte • 8 points • 13 January, 2018 11:24 AM 

She doesn't understand what mansplaining is. She's just using it as a smear word.

I'd say she understand perfectly what it means.

pilljourney • 13 points • 13 January, 2018 03:32 AM 

She's actually using mansplaining the way it was intended to be used, if you ask me.

Hltchens • 9 points • 13 January, 2018 06:03 PM 

Agreed. Basically anything that attacks the narrative through logic and reason over feels.
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monkeysword88 • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 07:36 AM [recovered]

There's no winning with feminists. Do as you normally do. If they provide too much trouble, then ghost them
and move on.

NorthEasternNomad • 3 points • 15 January, 2018 05:18 PM 

I made the tragic mistake of asking for clarification in a Blue Pill post.

A woman spied on her husband. No reason given. Found he was reading TRP and confronted him. Now,
she's mad because he won't apologize for his anger at her spying on his phone...even my girl thinks this is
crap.

But TBP? Nope. I ask her to clarify why she spied. Why he deserved it. And I was immediately villified.
Told that wasn't the issue, that it didn't matter...

These people are sick. If you think your spouse is exhibiting problem behavior and your first reaction is
spying instead of talking...YOU are the problem, not your spouse.

You cannot have logical discourse with these people. It is not possible.

TheDevilsAdvokaat • 2 points • 16 January, 2018 12:08 AM* 

Sadly, I caught my wife several times going through my phone over the years.

In the end she gave up because she never found anything...because I have never cheated on her.

But I have never checked her phone. And she never apologised for doing it to me.

Ah well.

I know some female redditors that really dislike TRP. And there's definitely some bitterness and anger
towards women on here.

But at the same time there's also some truth you won't see anywhere else because women are in "cultural
control" of the West and control to some extent what is allowed to be said.

I consider it a valuable resource for men, just like feminism once was for women (before it mutated from
being about equality for women to superiority for women).

redpillschool[S] • 228 points • 12 January, 2018 09:24 PM* 

Make note - if this narrative takes hold, that events taking place are properly disclosed and contracts reviewed
and signed do not indicate consent and that abuse or rape took place, then they will have completed the circle of
dissolving the meaning of consent altogether.

No means no has turned into sometimes yes means yes. Men need to be careful. Now having a fully outlined
contract just isn't enough.

It doesn't matter that something like this may not ever make it to a court of law. In the court of public opinion,
facts have never mattered anyhow.

One might consider, in Franco's position, looking at the means and outcomes of this overzealous social justice
ideology. He wore the "time's up" pin to show his solidarity with a movement that regards men as evil, white
men as satan, facts and reason as disposable, and proof as unnecessary. And here he is, being hoisted by his own
petard. Ironic these #male #allies don't realize it's the least safe position to take.

[deleted] • 80 points • 13 January, 2018 02:45 AM 

Women are becoming a liability in more ways than one. If I’m running a business, any business, I’m taking
scrupulous notes.
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H3yFux0r • 51 points • 13 January, 2018 06:03 PM* 

I build houses for the wealthy, mostly bachelors. They all are putting cameras in every room even the
bathroom no more he said she said BS and it's all to ensure any woman that is invited into their home
behaves themselfs.

NotLuceBree • 31 points • 13 January, 2018 11:14 PM 

Can you make a separate post about this? I think a lot of men would be interested to hear more about
this.

[deleted] • 18 points • 13 January, 2018 09:23 PM 

^ Every man should do this.

Until of course, what she says trumps what the camera says.

ChadThundercockII • 13 points • 13 January, 2018 11:56 PM 

If that ever happens, we ought to buy some nukes and nuke this planet.

Dat_Chad • 6 points • 14 January, 2018 10:36 AM 

it already does. all it takes is for her attorney to say that the jury viewing the tapes would
make the "victim" traumatized, again.

ChadThundercockII • 1 point • 14 January, 2018 12:16 PM 

I know a guy back in Russia who can hook us up for a small sum of 1M dollars. Lets all
chip in

DWShimoda • 1 points • 14 January, 2018 07:27 PM [recovered]

I build houses for the wealthy, mostly bachelors. They all are putting cameras in every room even
the bathroom no more he said she said BS and it's all to ensure any woman that is invited into
their home behaves themselfs.

These days, it's actually relatively inexpensive (and versus the total cost of a newly constructed
house, trivial) to have basically "full coverage" on a home -- and with big hard drives, fairly easy to
store months even years worth of surveillance video -- about the only caveat is digging through all of
it to FIND the relevant clips (which is most often likely NOT an issue, since -- unlike this #MeToo
bullshit -- most VAWA related stuff will be fairly immediate).

-- Plus, having full coverage on a place has additional "security" value beyond just the "life saving"
aspect relative to female accusations -- there's a solid theft/burglary deterrent/prosecution -- as well as
preventing or covering your arse regarding assorted other "crap": neighbor retaliation-vandalsim,
random "slipped & fell" liability suit shit, etc; even (at least potentially, depending on the BU
system/cloud) possibly defense against shenanigans by the local police.

H3yFux0r • 5 points • 15 January, 2018 06:45 PM 

That's the same spiel we use to sell the system.

DWShimoda • 3 points • 15 January, 2018 06:50 PM* 

That's the same spiel we use to sell the system.

Dunno that I'd call it a "spiel" when it's actually true -- besides it's undoubtedly a better
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investment (and probably cheaper) than say granite or marble countertops in the kitchen.

I have a (retro DIY installed) security cam system in my house -- covering the main "great"
room, all the entrances/exits, plus the driveway, the garage & workshop.* Cost less than
$500... never needed it (yet) for any "legal" reasons (whole point IMHO is to PREVENT &
AVOID that); but it's been quite useful for other things.

* Personally I don't see any need for it to cover my bedroom or bath -- the main room &
exit/entrance OUGHT to be sufficient.

PaulAJK • 2 points • 14 January, 2018 09:00 PM 

How easy would it be for someone to hack these? As in be able to watch them from a distant
location?

TastyCthuloops • 4 points • 14 January, 2018 10:08 PM 

First time posting, long time lurker, but I do security system installs residential and commercial so
I can help.

It largely depends on the system in question, but most people that are doing a full coverage cctv
system on their home that I've worked for are doing so independent of a security company. This
means if you want remote viewing you have to physically tap into the hardware to do so since the
only place the cameras are sending the data is to a system on premises.

It's possible to do it if the system is being monitored/backed up at a security company remotely,
but those systems typically come with 24/7 attention from a human being around where I live
(southern u.s.), so I really wouldn't recommend trying unless you're just that good and it's a
serious need.

Just my two cents. Hope that helped!

H3yFux0r • 1 point • 15 January, 2018 06:43 PM 

As easy to hack as any bank because it's the same system they use in banks

ParanoidKasparov • 2 points • 15 January, 2018 11:36 AM 

This post definitely warrants a thread. I just bought my own house and putting in a concealed, well
concealed, camera system is #4 on the list of improvements to the house. Though more and more i
think it should be higher.

characterulio • 1 point • 14 January, 2018 08:11 PM 

Yes I would be afraid to act even jokingly in a professional setting with women. What if you make a
offhand joke and they make a complaint? You could be deemed verbal abuser or worse. This is a society
of cucks so they will readily believe any women who is accusing a male.

Original_Dankster • 34 points • 13 January, 2018 04:52 PM* 

Jian Ghomeshi was a popular radio and TV host in Canada, who plated multiple women who were into rough
sex... To which they all consented. But he didn't give then the commitment they wanted, and so they
conspired together to retroactively annull their consent, and dragged him into court. He got the charges
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dismissed because even as recently as a few years ago consent still counted for something, but his career is
over and his name destroyed.

show his solidarity with a movement...

My point is, Ghomeshi's avowed feminism did nothing to protect him.

GroundhogLiberator • 16 points • 14 January, 2018 02:40 AM 

My point is, Ghomeshi's avowed feminism did nothing to protect him.

It never will. Louis C.K. prostrated himself before women his entire career, but the second that there was
more profit in attacking him than supporting him they leaped at the opportunity.

characterulio • 8 points • 14 January, 2018 08:14 PM 

Oh yes Jian Ghomeshi was lucky he had one of the best lawyers in Canada or else he would be in prison
now. If you go read the Jian Ghomeshi trial passages his lawyer(female) did a brilliant job exposing these
fake women. She asked them to tell their stories and each time she asked them their stories changed or
contradicted albi's/reality.

TheRedPillRipper • 5 points • 13 January, 2018 09:29 PM 

Did he sue for damages? Loss of income as a direct result of his reputation destroyed by the claims? The
suit would right itself.

Original_Dankster • 4 points • 14 January, 2018 12:37 AM 

I don't know - I haven't heard about it in the news. They might have settled our of court with a non-
disclosure agreement, but it's also possible that given the public outrage after the verdict (feminists
and white knights were livid), he's decided to keep a low profile and live off of his residuals from
decades in the entertainment industry.

[deleted] • 1 point • 14 January, 2018 02:47 AM 

I don't think that he could; his issue would have to be with the police investigation. He would have to
prove that they did not conduct it fairly.

OneRedSock • 2 points • 15 January, 2018 05:00 PM 

Don't forget this article where the only named witness in the case actually admits she forgot writing love
letters to him. She was so surprised that she was betrayed by her past self. But of course he's still guilty,
and she's a victim because it was quite the mental toll on her to dredge up all these terrible memories.

pohlrich • 1 point • 17 January, 2018 09:15 AM 

its scary people like this get to vote.

Luckyluke23 • 12 points • 13 January, 2018 04:44 AM 

the safe position... IS there even such a thing as a safe position anymore?

this_weeks_account2 • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 02:39 PM [recovered]

Question: Do you think this movement is going to set women BACK even farther?

I mean, as a man who is setting up a small business, I really would never want to hire a woman. I don’t
want to even be in the realm where someone could accuse me of anything. I’ll practice abstinence on that
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shit.

What if she comes in the office and I say “hey, is that a new coat? It’s cool!” Then I fire her two years
later and she says that was harassment.

We’re fuckin’ there boys, that’s where we fuckin’ are right now in the world.

[deleted] • 10 points • 13 January, 2018 09:25 PM 

Big daddy govt will force you to hire women. So I say no.

if there were actually repercussions for this shit then they wouldn't be pulling this shit.

Linoran • 2 points • 14 January, 2018 08:35 AM 

If that happens then we'll be just a stones throw from full on socialism.

Dis_mah_mobile_one • 10 points • 13 January, 2018 08:26 PM 

Do you think this movement is going to set women BACK even farther?

I hope so. This insanity will only ever increase until there are costs for being that crazy.

delotes77 • 7 points • 15 January, 2018 07:12 AM 

Its very sad! Mike Pence never meets w/ women outside of his wife, alone. This is the likely end
result of this #Metoo movement, don't you think? Men will stop wanting to be alone w women, or
they'll start recording their interactions so they can cover their butts? Doesnt sound like a very loving
future:/ It is creating mistrust and paranoia, in the opposite sex. I am a woman, I am sick of all this,
and if I were a man and biz owner I would definitely not be hiring any women anytime in the near
future! Backfire, I think most definitely!

[deleted] • 47 points • 12 January, 2018 09:50 PM 

The last point is key - his losing frame by wearing that obnoxious pin made him vulnerable and an easy
target.

Some may say this instance belies the notion that a true AF/bucks (not just a situational alpha a la Weinstein)
is safe.

The fact of the matter is AFs are still relatively secure against this kind of attack. We should call out the
MGTOW nihilism/alarmism these kinds of stories give rise to.

Should we monitor the ongoing attack on men with concern? Yes. But we must never panic, especially under
scrutiny.

Fret not, my fellow AFs: Frame is your shield.

Kira6667 • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 04:34 PM [recovered]

Are you serious bro? You holding frame will get you better results than rich ass Hollywood moguls like
Weinstein? Or actors like Franco? What a joke. Being careful is the name of the game today. You saying
frame is a shield.

Will your frame protect you from the gynocentric laws and the media witchhunts?

The fact that your comment has been upvoted 34 shows that trp is not taking things seriously and
behaving cluelessly in this situation.

Lifting is great for your health and holding frame helps develop stoicism in life but no fucking way does
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either of that fully prevent false allegations!

Ader_anhilator • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 05:19 PM [recovered]

TRP isn't what it was 5 years ago

CrazyHorseInvincible[M] • 1 point • 25 January, 2018 09:00 AM 

And I just made it a tiny bit better. Bye.

Your_Coke_Dealer • 3 points • 15 January, 2018 05:08 PM 

Yeah, by and large it will. Those rich-ass moguls were all virtue-signaling bitches who hypocritically
voiced support for feminism and basically dumped gasoline on the fire that burned them. If they were
smart, they would have not depended on financial coercion to get their rocks off, and also if they had
held frame rather than ever admitted wrongdoing.

Instead they were pieces of shit who held out carrots of fame and fortune to get women into bed,
rather than just made themselves desirable men in and of themselves. An actor or producer doesn't
need to even try that hard to get women without promising them anything.

They were not exhibiting alpha behavior at all, and they never had any frame to hold. They had
massive amounts of resources (a BETA) trait, and enough so that women would suck their dicks to
get them. But like all males who exhibit beta traits, their weak spot is exposed when women decide
they no longer need the resources.

ParanoidKasparov • 2 points • 15 January, 2018 11:46 AM 

Political affiliations aside. What did Trump do when he was hit with rape alegations and an audio
recording that while misinterpreted was blasted on every news station on the planet? He attacked
thereby holding frame by pressure flipping, if you're gonna swim in the ocean with an open wound
better make sure the other critters are bleeding more.

Dwarf90 • 26 points • 13 January, 2018 12:14 PM 

Dat feel when frame-holding internet alpha feels threatened by those who he considers "losers" so much
that he rallies against them instead of red-pilling fellow men on how dangerous women have become
with modern laws. MGTOW will grow every day, and you just cannot stop that. Women are more and
more often seen as a liability, and more and more men start to think that sluts just aren't worth the effort
and risks.

ThrowFader • 5 points • 13 January, 2018 05:39 PM* 

deleted 
What

 
is

 
this?

[deleted] • 4 points • 14 January, 2018 12:49 AM 

Lol, no solidarity and cohesion between men is the precise reason behind what's going on — and you
don't mind it, as well as it doesn't involve you and the rest of "alphas"? You counter the Sisterhood with a
Brotherhood, and nothing less.

[deleted] • 3 points • 13 January, 2018 09:24 PM 

I disagree with everything you said.
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[deleted] • 5 points • 14 January, 2018 01:59 AM* 

Indeed, it is about as safe as a Jewish person walking into a nazi meeting and asking “can I join?”. The
feminazi term, initially coined as a clever insult, was actually very prophetic. The baffling thing is that
anyone who opposes this feminist form of McCarthyism which is taking hold of our dying western culture, is
of course labelled “a Nazi”. Dangerous times my friends, very dangerous times indeed.

riot2100 • 3 points • 13 January, 2018 09:15 PM* 

Ironic these #male #allies don't realize it's the least safe position to take

I think a lot of men make this mistake. These women can throw their ideas out everywhere thanks to the
media, and some men just don't want to be next. The mistake they're making is that these women need their
support to continue this whole thing. Without these men who submitted to these ideas early on and let them
thrive, they'd never have become this embedded in our society today. Another response to this comment by
/u/waywardwinds points out that alphas have always had a shield to this. The men who failed to ever put up a
shield or resist caused this (I could say beta bucks as an example, but it seems a little too general). So,
without the men who buckled under the pressure the sjw's gave them, or ones like James Franco, #metoo and
the ensuing chaos would've never gained any ground.

mgtowolf • 54 points • 13 January, 2018 01:32 AM 

The only way "white knight" types learn is the hard way. Even as they see their fellow schmucks in rusty armor
getting tossed under the carriage, they just think that it can never happen to them. Until it does.

It would be a lot more funny if those "squires of snatchworshipping" weren't in the same mob that would point
their finger at men like me. I am lucky enough that I can't be fired, but they could possibly do a smearjob on my
rep, and cost me some contracts for sure.

Galactic-Unicorn • 24 points • 13 January, 2018 09:06 AM 

Being financially secure enough to not worry about being sacked is the most liberating thing I've
experienced.

Mr-Ed209 • 57 points • 13 January, 2018 02:05 AM 

Surely this whole SJW thing is reaching a tipping point where even it's early supporters start questioning the
ludicrousness of most of its claims. Being a successful white male means all action you take is exploitative in
their world view. It's laughable that folks can talk this shit seriously.

[deleted] • 29 points • 13 January, 2018 09:31 PM 

It got Trump elected.

And as much as he fucks up (not as much as people bitch about but he still slips) people are more sick/afraid
of this SJW shit that it's gonna guarantee him another win.

What do you want Jim?

This guy who says shitty things and tweets a lot.

Or the other guy who will literally change rules so if you are accused of anything you'll be fighting an uphill
battle and no evidence you bring can be used to help you against just her word. Oh yeah, this is a woman
exclusive perk.

[deleted] • 5 points • 14 January, 2018 02:47 AM 
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people are more sick/afraid of this SJW shit that it's gonna guarantee him another win.

With Oprah likely to run, his victory is almost a guarantee.

xdppthrowaway9001x • 1 points • 15 January, 2018 07:10 AM [recovered]

Nobody in the real world is sick of "sjw" (a meaningless buzzword used by alt-righters to refer to
anything they disagree with) shit or even knows/cares what that is. Also Trump lost the popular vote so
that contradicts what you're saying.

TheQuestion78 • 5 points • 15 January, 2018 07:51 AM 

Trump lost the popular vote

He lost the popular vote because the 3 million he was down by was the 3 million lead Hillary had in
California. If you exclude California, Trump won the popular vote of the rest of the 49 states not to
mention he won the popular votes of the swing states individually (or else he wouldn't have won the
electoral college). The majority of Trump's support did come off of the heals of this oppressive PC
culture trying to push the boundaries.

not_german • 5 points • 15 January, 2018 09:47 AM 

So California doesn't count? You can't say "he won the popular vote" by just ignoring the most
populous state

rigbed • 3 points • 15 January, 2018 06:20 PM 

It means that the people who wanted Hillary were people who are unrepresentative of the US
as a whole

TheQuestion78 • 1 point • 15 January, 2018 10:34 PM 

I never said it doesn't count. I am saying that a lead by the popular vote matters in the context
of us debating how much support Trump has nationally. If one state is making up the entire
popular vote lead that is important context because it means Trump disproportionately won
the rest of the country in all of the other states (obviously not all other 49 but you should get
what I mean). You can't discredit the amount of Trump's support by just looking at how much
he was voted against in a state that is heavily biased against him. You have to look at the
country holistically.

h4ckrabbit • 13 points • 13 January, 2018 04:59 PM 

I’m the early supporter you’re talking about. IMO feminism has become, ironically, as it is described here,
the hip new costume “the patriarchy” has taken on. This is why calling it a “witch hunt” is both ironic and
accurate.

Political and religious ideology is like the game asteroid. You go far enough in one direction you end up on
the other side entirely.

Johnnyvile • 4 points • 13 January, 2018 07:36 PM 

Yup. Pretty much if you are successful you prevented someone else from being successful and took away
their opportunity. You didn’t earn it through hard work or anything.

[deleted] • 92 points • 13 January, 2018 02:19 AM 
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be woman that agrees to shed her dignity for a few benjamins

muh exploitation

It's like she doesn't even realize she's an idiot.

HitlersCow • 6 points • 13 January, 2018 07:59 PM 

The stigma is all but gone anyway. It's hardly even a shedding of dignity anymore.

[deleted] • 3 points • 13 January, 2018 08:00 PM 

In theory but the damage done to women's psyche stays indefinitely, even if they are unaware of it.

Dat_Chad • 2 points • 14 January, 2018 10:45 AM 

no no no her pussy is made of gold and Franco is literally Hitler /s

maplemaximus • 41 points • 13 January, 2018 05:49 AM 

The utter lunacy; "Wasn't exploitative because I signed a contract".

You signed a fucking legal document. Taking this to court will make people laugh at you and rightfully so. Stop
doing sexually degrading things in exchange for nonsense and you won't have these issues.

Women's dignity is so after the fact in it's nature.

redsorceror • 3 points • 12 January, 2018 09:25 PM [recovered]

This shit used to make my blood boil, but now I just see it as if a young teenager is just talking to someone and
being dumb.

Original_Dankster • 24 points • 13 January, 2018 05:06 PM 

That young dumb teenager has the rapt attention of academia, the media, the legislative branch of
government, and the justice system

vengefully_yours • 7 points • 14 January, 2018 12:05 AM 

So don't play by their rules. Appear to, but play by your own rules. CYA is the name of our game,
documentation can save your ass. Documentation that I was at work one Saturday night is what proved it
was a false accusation when I was accused of rape. Bitch wanted my car, I said no, suddenly I was a
rapist despite never having fucked her.

Know their rules and play by your own. Fuck them.

mnemos_1 • 5 points • 14 January, 2018 03:19 PM 

This sounds like a story worth telling.

AllthesuddenIgetit • 3 points • 15 January, 2018 12:19 AM 

Exactly, 48 Laws of Power that shit.

Galactic-Unicorn • 17 points • 13 January, 2018 08:58 AM 

Women, the most sensible teenager in the house...

yomo86[�] • 28 points • 13 January, 2018 07:39 AM 

Franco is hawt. Big mistake. Franco - despite his real life persona - oozes alpha fucks/beta bucks in one person.
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Now see, this might be the straw that broke the camels back. Weinstein was ugly as sin. Any allegation thrown
at Franco is getting the scrutiny treatment. Cheer up guys.

Galactic-Unicorn • 22 points • 13 January, 2018 09:08 AM 

Be attractive. Don't be unattractive.

saibot83 • 11 points • 13 January, 2018 12:53 PM 

I LOVE how this exposes the hypocrisy of women.

[deleted] • 18 points • 13 January, 2018 03:57 AM 

What has created the "Hollywood sex scandal" are the same elites who are running everything. There is a reason
they are putting stories like this out; they are implementing a divide and conquer technique. It's the same thing
going on with the "racial tension" between NFL players and owners. All just a show.

TimmyTurnersNuts • 8 points • 13 January, 2018 08:26 PM 

Finally, someone on the red pill who gets THE ENTIRE PICTURE. This is them vs Us. If you pluck the man
from the Village, or create an effect in which the woman hates the man, the Village is easily more
conquerable. Funny thing is, men are to blame for allowing women to destroy this society.

AllthesuddenIgetit • 5 points • 15 January, 2018 12:51 AM 

Yup, the "battle of the sexes" going on you have absolutely hit the nail on the head.

The NFL thing I agree with you, but there is also more to it. Yes I know and agree that we should want NFL
players to be as safe as possible, but the less "Gladiator like" it gets the less fun it is to watch. Sorry to say,
but that is the simple truth.

It's like Patrice O'Neal was saying in "Elephant in the Room"

"It was angry, if you hit somebody and he didn't get up, we didn't hold hands with the other team and pray ....
we used to do an Indian, like, sell a hump dance circle around him! And our crowd is like 'HE'S
PARALIIIZED!' .... take his socks! We'd be tying his socks around our helmets to scare the next team next
week!"

Anyways, yeah, player safety is very important, but the less it is of a gladiator sport the less a lot of guys
actually enjoy watching it, truth is truth.

saibot83 • 7 points • 13 January, 2018 12:51 PM 

This #Metoo thing is to accelerate white people not breeding. Just more propaganda. And women, like the
useful idiots that they are, are jumping on the bandwagon. Extra funny is how most of these guys are jews.
Stupid shiksas getting uppity.

Dmva100 • 1 point • 14 January, 2018 10:41 PM 

The metoo movement and outpouring of allegations is a plan designed by the media and the left because
Trump said if you're a star you can grab them by the pussy and they let you.

So all the 'stars' in Hollywood got shown otherwise to combat Trumps statement. No more sex from
starpower. Take that Trump!

Too bad it won't overturn the election results.

Banned-in-Boston • 1 points • 12 January, 2018 10:37 PM [recovered]
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Franco's answer should have been, "See you in court."

AllthesuddenIgetit • 1 point • 15 January, 2018 12:54 AM 

Totally agree, why even answer this bitch other than with a counter suite suing her for the money he had to
spend on his lawyers in this whole BS

AllthesuddenIgetit • 2 points • 12 January, 2018 11:01 PM [recovered]

Ugh, man .... this whole world is just going nuts.

I am 36 now, the older I get the less I am going to the gym and the more I am working on my business and trying
to make money. The reason? I simply just do not care about hooking up with women as much anymore.

Still in good shape, still train at the dojo 3 times per week and try to do the gym 3 times, but I have noticed my
"give a fuck" meter slipping.

Actual relationships are a waste of time, BS news like this just pushes women to be worse and worse of an
"investment" and trying to keep my plates going is starting to feel like more work and less fun, while building
my company is feeling like more fun and less work!

Still in great shape, 6 pack, very lean, not quite as bulky muscle wise since the gym habit is slipping a bit, but
very lean and healthy at 6'2 190 lbs.

But what is the point? Not fully MGTOW, but as I get older and care less and less about sex, I feel myself
becoming closer and closer to that side of the equation, especially with all the #MeToo and #TimesUp I simply
am becoming more and more disgusted with even taking women out on dates/hooking up.

Have noticed that instead of keeping 3 or 4 plates going, I have more fun with 1 or 2 and then spending more
time at the dojo with the guys just shooting the shit.

Is this normal? Is getting to 36+ YO just lowering my sex drive to where I don't want 5+ plates anymore? Or is it
partially just the environment of women who seem to be more and more ridiculous in their demands...

wanderer779 • 0 points • 13 January, 2018 12:36 AM [recovered]

It's very normal but I think maybe you've been spending too much time on the internet (I'm as guilty as
anyone). If you look around you can find circles where no one talks about this stuff and no one acts like this.
This is just one crazy person on twitter, and the entire metoo movement is just a tiny sliver of the population.
Like a lot of things it seems bigger than it is because of the media, and the more time you spend out in the
real world the less relevant it seems.

Of course guys should still be careful and aware that there are crazies out there, but if it's negatively affecting
your life I'd suggest taking some time off from this stuff.

But you should do whatever you want. If you're happy what's the problem?

AllthesuddenIgetit • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 02:17 AM [recovered]

Yeah, that could be true. But I live in OC/LA area and the women that I am attracted to tend to be VERY
into the whole #metoo blah blah blah thing.

I just 48 Laws it and keep my mouth shut so I can fuck them later, but I just sit there and realize I have
zero respect for these women other than what they look like. Wish I wasn't as shallow ..... oh well, Cest
La Vie!

And you are right, I am a pretty happy person. Company is doing amazingly well, just bought a new RS7,
LOVE my time with the guys at the dojo, fairly close knit family, the friends I have chosen to keep
around I trust.
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Guess we always just want what is out of reach and the stupid Disney Fairy Tale creeps back into your
head every now and then. But thanks for the reminder, you're right, I need to focus on the positives more.

CasaDeFranco • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 01:34 AM [recovered]

It’s not an age thing, it is status. The higher in status I became (made bank through my startup), the less
fucks I give about women.

I’m still in my 20’s.

It’s a combination of a few things, when you can f close good looking women on status alone, it no longer
has the appeal of being a challenge. Your time becomes more valuable that outside of sex, a beautiful women
is a waste of your time unless she has a degree of charm, or makes you work for it.

My focus now is finding a women that basically is good for an LTR / children, i.e good genetics, good
family, not a fucking idiot, young in age, and displays qualities like loyalty (rare).

I’ve also discovered all the shit my father said growing up about business, women and politics was spot on. I
also no longer spend time with my peers, most of my friends now are older associates through business.

AllthesuddenIgetit • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 02:11 AM [recovered]

Hmm, yeah, this definitely may be whats happening. As I post $100k car, trip to wherever and all the
fancy stuff I am doing, I instantly get attention from gorgeous women. It just now is starting to seem so
pathetic to me that these women are so god damn obvious and easily manipulated.

Then my main problem is that I am suuuuper shallow. If I am going to be with someone long term
(which at this point I doubt) they have to be like an HB9 in my book. WHile I can get plenty of those,
they are all the fucking same.

Little instagram models with 300k followers who's literal "drug" it is to check their phone every five
minutes. When I realize I hate hanging out with them and the only fun part is watching me fuck them
from the mirror beside my bed ..... it starts to get REALLY boring.

I guess I just don't think it's possible to find a girl I am attracted to that has those qualities you are talking
about for a LTR.

And yes, my friends, still have great friends and love them all. But at 36, not one of them is single, well 2
are but both fell into drugs and we don't speak anymore. But the other guys are great t chill with, it's just
different, they have wives, kids, different perspectives on life.

So fighting at the dojo and building my company are literally my favorite things in the world to do.
While I wanted to find a "teammate" to conquor the world with, it's just not gonna happen. So instead,
just keep spinnin plates, which is fine.

But yeah, it is starting to lose its luster....

CasaDeFranco • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 02:17 AM [recovered]

Spinning plates is fun but I find after a few times with a good looking but dumb girl it lost its appeal.

Finding a first mate through a plate is impossible; any higher quality girl will have higher standards.

AllthesuddenIgetit • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 02:22 AM [recovered]

I think I need to move out of SoCal, the women here really are pretty awful ....

But then I read that it's not really any better anywhere else, and moving my business could come
with some unforeseen consequences. So .... meh, whatever ....
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CasaDeFranco • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 04:51 AM [recovered]

Women are broadly the same everywhere but quality does increase in certain regions of
specific countries.

In the end, keep focusing on your career and surround yourself with good networks, you'll
eventually connect with a woman worth investing a little more into.

In the end you're a man in his 30's you'll hit peak next decade so no rush. But if you're
wanting kids, I know what it's like, the standard is high, don't let it slip.

Medytative • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 08:20 PM [recovered]

With your funds, I'd definitely do some long term traveling man. There are a lot of countries
out there that are still very much in line with more traditional gender roles, where taking care
of her man, her kids and her household are points of extreme pride for a woman.

South America and Eastern Europe are great for that and the women are drop dead gorgeous.

mgtowolf • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 02:29 AM [recovered]

It's something I realized in my late 20's. Girls I have common interests in and can talk to, they are generally
not very good looking. Cool I can hang out with them. Girls that I am attracted enough to fuck with, well, I
haven't meant any interesting one. Other than fucking, there is nothing to do with them.

Our interests are so far apart, it's staggering. Can't talk any serious politics, they couldn't tell you who a
single rep is, and what they stand for, forget about it. They are interested in inane shit like celebrity gossip,
fashion, stupid television shows. Nothing to talk about. Philosophy, what is that?

About the only thing I can tolerate doing with them besides sex, is letting them ride bitch, if they have the
guts to climb on. Most don't want nothing to do with it lol.

Original_Dankster • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 05:11 PM [recovered]

It's very normal. Mid 40s, I'm in the same boat as you. In fact I maintain 1 fwb at a time, any more it's just
too much of a pain in the ass to coordinate.

I've said before on this sub, MGTOW isn't just angry incels. There's also lots of betas who've been destroyed,
but a growing number of older alphas who just can't be bothered as much any more.

MGTOW or beta reversion are the final states of most Red Pill Men.

NotLuceBree • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 11:12 PM [recovered]

Brother I am 35, fucked a girl just the other night, and have been having the same thoughts:

What the fuck is the point?

I love my job (I'm an actor...yeah, yeah I know). My career is taking off. I'm using Jordan Peterson's Self
Authoring programs and conducting a major overhaul of my life and REALLY enjoying it.

I'm literally tall, dark and handsome (not to mention fit) and just months ago was gearing up to sharpen my
Game so I could slay those gorgeous NYC dime pieces I see walking the streets of Manhattan each day. My
female colleagues don't understand why I don't have a woman in my life (or why I'm not married).

The truth is, I just don't care anymore.

I love sex. I love fucking young pussy. But so many of these women are fucking damaged, or uninteresting,
or entitled, or a combo of the three, and as the #MeToo panic spreads they are only getting worse.

I'm with you--only days ago I was looking forward to setting up a week with four different women that I
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knew I was going to smash. I was like "this is the life".

But it's empty as fuck, and it just isn't fun, and now it's even looking dangerous to fraternize with women.
Never had a problem with MGTOW or their philosophy, I understand it.

But I never thought that I myself would be in the position of considering going full-on Monk.

mml76gs • 1 points • 14 January, 2018 01:02 AM [recovered]

You are just starting to hear your deeper self, as your keenness on environmental noise and lures
subsides...

Or: you are transitioning from youth to maturity. You'll miss youth, but then, it's not our choice to
transition.

skoobled • 1 points • 12 January, 2018 11:39 PM [recovered]

It's normal and a God send IMO. I've felt my drive dropping for a few years and honestly it's like recovering
from a bad hangover. At least my 20s were active and I got a lot of useful experience and escaped with my
shit intact. Could be a LOT worse

AllthesuddenIgetit • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 02:18 AM [recovered]

So true! And my # is somewhere in the 3-400's (went to Arizona State for my undergrad) so I don't feel
like I missed out on anything.

Everyone here is right, need to focus on the positives more. Life is not meant to be perfect, but so far I
have built one that is pretty good.

Thanks guys

thetotalpackage7 • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 02:32 AM [recovered]

Wait, help me out here, I went to a yoooge party school too, Penn State, and am no slouch, but I
didn't bang 400 chicks...nor did anyone that I know who pulled a lot of wool! Care to elaborate?

Patriarchysaurus • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 05:29 AM [recovered]

Funny, AFAIK 400 counts as an incel territory n-count for the girls at ASU.

AllthesuddenIgetit • 3 points • 13 January, 2018 02:41 PM* 

Sure!

At the end of high school when I was 18/19, my number was 22. Was kinda a whore even back
then.

In college, was part of the #1 frat, at the #1 party school in the nation, which was back then
ranked by playboy with the #1 hottest girls in the nation from 01, 02 and 03 (we were all quite
proud of that stat!). School term was 2000-2005.

I partied ... a lot, and took 5 years to finish, did an engineering degree while keeping up the
frat/party scene meant 4 years wasn't going to happen. EASILY through that 5 year period, pulled
at least one girl per week. That right there is 250 women. I truthfully think I had more than that,
for instance on a spring break in Cabo, we had a "game" with our boys in Cancun of which group
of guys could get a higher tally, game was 5 guys in Cabo against 5 guys in Cancun, loser bought
the winner's a nice steak dinner. For my group I pulled 7 girls in 6 days. So I do think it could be
higher than 250, but let's stick with that for "easement sake".

So graduate college at 23/24 in 2005, and we are calling it 275 ish girls at this point. From 24-30 I
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lived on the beach in Santa Monica, making decent money (started to become GREAT money as
my business grew) and did the whole LA Party scene where girls who say they are models and
actresses are a dime a dozen and are complete whores.

Let's say I pulled one a month, pretty sure it was more than that, but lets just say one a month for
numbers sake. So 6 years, one per month, thats another 75 ish girls.

Now, from 30-36 (my current years) I have definitely slowed down and started spinning regular
plates instead of one night stands. I would say something like 6-10 girls per year in this period. So
lets say in those 6 years we add another 40 women.

So 22 + 250 +75 + 40 = 387. Again, I have no clue what my actual number is, but that is a pretty
fair representation of what life has been like and a good guess at my #. I honestly think, especially
in the college and LA phase, that the number could be even higher, but who knows.

So yeah, number in the 300/400's is accurate in my head.

EDIT Yes, STD wise I have been VERY lucky. Got the clap twice, nothing a Z-pac couldn't take
care of and have had a girl tell me "I gave her HPV" which I went and got myself tested for and
nada came up. Doctor told me "you are probably a carrier", but from what I read if you have sex
with more than like 10 people, everyone is .... so whatever. But other than that, nada, like I said,
been lucky.

ThrowFader • 1 point • 13 January, 2018 06:01 PM* 

deleted 
What

 
is

 
this?

AllthesuddenIgetit • 3 points • 13 January, 2018 09:07 PM 

In the last couple months, the plates I have been a part of have been having the same
dialogue about how they want the bad boy, but not the cuck. Yet they never could
DEFINE what the difference between the two is.

The more I noticed my dating pool (24-32) become more and more obssessed with social
norms and what they " should and shouldn't " do, the more I got frustrated that it felt like
they were worried about a checklist than actually being interested in me as a person to
date.

So after looking some stuff online, came to found out that this is VERY COMMON and
that more and more women are saying dumb shit like this.

Brought me to TRP and to MGTOW and I agree with a lot of the things being said there.
The main difference seems to be TRP are guys still trying to fill the Chad roll and fuck as
many as they can, while the MGTOW guys simply don't care.

Maybe it's age, experience, labido or whatever, but I am now somewhere it between.

But have LOVED finding these communities to speak with other men who feel similar.

I was in college before camera phones even came out so things like TRP weren't even
around. But I have basically had the same principles that they preach. Make yourself the
best you can, psychically, mentally, emotionally, economically and women will come to
you. Hell, women will FLOCK to you.

So yeah, TRP just said a lot of things I agreed with.

PM_ME_BIG_DUCK_PICS • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 10:37 PM 

Could you elaborate a little further on the "checklist" and "social norms" please?
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Maybe hook us up with some links. That one is actually new for me

AllthesuddenIgetit • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 11:00 PM 

Ask a woman what she is looking for vs what a man says.

A man will usually say, attractive, not a bitch, fun to be around and intelligent
enough to have a conversation with.

Women usually have 10-20 things - Must make XXXX - Must have been in XX
relationships - Must still talk to their mother - Must treat servers well - Must be 6
feet tall - Must not wear XXX clothing - must .....

This goes on, that is a checklist and it is VERY common.

As to social norms, look to the right. TRP has covered them quite extensively.

spencerc25 • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 08:13 AM 

I'm assuming a majority are after undergrad. I know there are outliers but very few dudes have
slept with 30+ by the time they graduate. Very few.

Metalageddon • 3 points • 13 January, 2018 11:39 AM 

I dunno about that. 30 by your masters is pretty common if you're in a frat or you're an athlete.
Or just 6'2 and jacked. At least around here.

I mean a lay a month is 12 a year, that's 48 right there. Plenty of guys will go through a new
hookup each month. Some go through one a week, some less.

And some just aren't interested in hooking up. They usually do serial monogamy. No issues
there if they're happy.

AllthesuddenIgetit • 2 points • 15 January, 2018 12:27 AM 

Exactly, and back in the fraternity/sorority days in Scottsdale it was normal for guys in our
fraternity to get one new one per week. I am sure plenty of people will disagree with this,
but if you know party school atttitudes and have actually BEEN to Scottsdale, you know
how easy it is.

It also helps that the two main places I lived were Scottsdale and Santa Monica. Two cities
where the women do everything in their power to be "hot" and are probably the sluttiest in
the nation.

And yes, I am 6'2, German, and back then was doing steroids (along with basically
everyone else in the fraternity). Sorority girls at ASU are ridiculously easy

AllthesuddenIgetit • 1 point • 15 January, 2018 12:25 AM 

You kidding me? At Arizona State in 2001? I think my entire fraternity had a number of at
least 100

[deleted] • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 02:25 AM 

It’s normal. Are the potential liabilities anywhere near worth it? But from a purely physical perspective you
could be attributing a dip in libido due to staying very lean and/or not lifting heavy to aging. Leaning out
usually means cal restriction and or carb cutting, both of which can effect libido.
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AllthesuddenIgetit • 3 points • 13 January, 2018 03:07 PM* 

Interesting, perhaps I will talk to my doctor and get my test levels tested.

My normal body type is SUPER SKINNY. If I stop going to the dojo and lifting completely, I am willing
to bet my normal body weight would drop to 6'2 about 175 lbs. And since I love the dojo and do it for
fun, I do build those lean muscles there and burn a ton of calories. The main muscle mass usually comes
from my lifting, which as I have stated has just been becoming less and less interesting to me.

I don't really ENJOY the gym, always did it to look good to get girls and to be a better fighter. But my
last amateur fight in the cage was at 32 and knew I didn't want to do another. So the drive to lift weights
has dropped quite a bit. I would say my average week is 3 days at the dojo (like clockwork) with sporadic
gym sessions, call it like 2.3 times per week on average.

Have to eat at least 3500+ calories per day to keep at or above 190. It's frustrating ....

But yeah, the age/not lifting and libido thing, plus just getting bored I think are the main causes, you're
right.

Nuevahombre123 • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 06:18 PM 

From a fellow super skinny dude, can I ask you how you maintain that many calories a day? Im 5'11"
145 lbs. and it takes so much food and time in the kitchen to maintain while I lift that I'm still trying
to figure out the best way to keep the calories coming while working 2 jobs.

AllthesuddenIgetit • 3 points • 13 January, 2018 08:56 PM 

Eat eat eat eat and EAT!!!! Even when you are not hungry, just drink s proteign shake and force it
down. I actively calorie count during my day and if I am below 3500 I know I have a problem.

Guys like us have the blessing and the curse of not having to eat as cleanly or as healthily.
Obviously, eat as clean as you can, but with our metablism, just EAT! Even if it is getting a
quarter pounder with cheese from McDonalds, just get those calories in there.

Trust me brother, it is a problem people scoff at and make fun of you for I know, but it is still a
problem.

Good thing is, if you just eat like crazy and pick up a hobby like fighting, you will have an
"autoshredded" body that chicks will love. The hard part for guys like us is not the lifting, its the
eating.

Nuevahombre123 • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 09:15 PM 

Thanks! My roommate did ask me the other day if I'm sure I don't have a worm since I eat so
much without gaining weight, haha.

AllthesuddenIgetit • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 09:16 PM 

Haha, go get it checked out by a doctor but thre are those of us that just REALLY have
trouble keeping on weight.

It is a daily struggle for me to keep above 190 lbs

h4ckrabbit • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 05:01 PM 

You’re the one you have to sleep with every night.

AllthesuddenIgetit • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 09:15 PM 
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A-fucking-men, thi morning waking up to one of my plates, all I wanted to do was invent a teleport
machine and get her out of my room!

nofilmynofucky • 2 points • 15 January, 2018 12:00 AM 

I'm 35 and while I consider the whole labeling thing to be kind of redundant, I'd say at this point I identify
more with the MGTOW crowd than the red pillers

I learned game from TRP years ago and had a lot of fun for a while, but it's no longer enough. There is no
amount of value or power uou can build that will keep you safe: I know the common TRP view of MGTOW
is a relatively dire one but honestly, this shit is getting so fucked that I simply don't see sex as being worth
the incredible risks it comes with, especially not as a high value man with a lot to lose

AllthesuddenIgetit • 2 points • 15 January, 2018 12:16 AM 

Yeah I am pretty close to the same, the older I get the less the whole "conquering" thing is fun and the act
of sex itself is the same, even when with a model.

Just not a priority anymore, I care less. I guess it has been a transition from more of the TRP mentality to
the MGTOW mentality.

And yeah, the better my company does and the more toys (cars/clothes/house) I acquire, it is fucking
ridiculous how much connection there is with me not having to really "try" with women anymore. Girls
that do that scare the crap out of me because of what you said in your last sentence, scary as hell now
having so much to lose.

nofilmynofucky • 3 points • 15 January, 2018 03:49 AM 

I'm in your exact boat - according to TRP teachings, I could be killing it, I'm in shape, attractive but
more importantly I'm a (very very low tier) celebrity and have huge social status that makes gettong
girls ridiculously easy

Instead I look around and I just don't see why it's worth the risk anymore. Girls these days want to
cash in on uou twice: once when they're involved with you, and once when it's over. It's not a risk
that's worth taking and I have yet to see any TRP teachings that adequately address these dangers,
hence my leaning more toward the MGTOW end of the scale

I feel bad for young men these days, at least I had a decent number of years enjoying the decline. It's
not the same game anymore, if you're not valuable enough they'll metoo you just for approaching: if
you're too valuable they'll metoo you once you're done with them

men can't win anymore and imo TRP needs to wake up to that reality. We had our time but that time
is fast coming to an end

Luckyluke23 • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 04:47 AM 

if you got enough money man you may as well get a hooker.

AllthesuddenIgetit • 6 points • 13 January, 2018 02:25 PM* 

Meh, it's not sex I need I still have plates for that. Was bored last night and called one over, she is one of
those "travel Millennials" with an Instagram with 50k followers.

26 YO surfer with an INCREDIBLE body, I'd give her a 8.41 ranking (yes I use two decimals). She
thinks you can just travel forever and not have to get a job, then gets angry that she is always so broke.
Have Japanese half German, surfer. But naive and dumb as shit. Wants to start a "bag company" but
when I told her that if and when she does, she would be tied down to that and not be able to travel as
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much. Responsibility in work loses freedom in leisure as you take responsibility for your employees. She
flat out goes "No way, that's bullshit. I want to make my bags and make money and travel".

I just want to pat her on the head and say "aww, good girl"

I don't mind taking her to dinner to get laid, had some great sex. But in the end, I wake up now (6:00
AM) like my normal work schedule even though it's Sat, and just want her to leave. She will likely be in
my bedroom sleeping until 10:00, again, no big deal that's what my other bedroom or office are for right?

Hahaha, but now I guess I see your point ....

We don't pay hookers to stay, we pay them to leave? I dunno, one day I am sure I'll go down the hooker
path, but for now I still have plates that will do.

Luckyluke23 • 1 point • 14 January, 2018 12:52 AM 

it's funny... I really like your post because it's honest and truthful. the fact that I haven't had sex in
awhile and your situation sounds fine to me. i would love it.

ones man trash is another man's treasure.

you do make a good point about travel though. I don't remember how or when but something changed
where Millennials just think " it's a right" now to spend the first 5 years of your adult life travelling.

maybe when you get older it will be better just to get the hookers but if you have the girls now why
not?

AllthesuddenIgetit • 1 point • 14 January, 2018 01:01 AM* 

Thanks! I like the internet because with a family that truly doesn't understand me, a friends that
are nor married with families that have COMPLETELY different principles than I do and lastly a
work personality that is 100% opposite of the real me ...

The internet is where I can just come out and say the absolute truth about myself and let the
judgement lay where they lie. I am happy with my life, sure I have made mistakes, but I enjoy it.

Yup, I agree, I am the "Golden Cross Age of 35" ( read an article that said that) so I still ahve no
problem getting laid. I guess you could call me a chad back in college, have just slowed down for
now. But even the sex is just kinda getting boring.

I have this 26 YO swimsuit model, 95 lb, half German/Japenese naked ass perked up in front of
me and I find my mind wandering and just trying to think of how I can come to go to sleep, that is
absolutely pathetic and I know it .... that is not a good sign.,.. Maybe time to take a break and just
focus on making money

Luckyluke23 • 1 point • 14 January, 2018 01:10 AM 

yeah maybe... sounds like you have too much fo a good thing?

though you are definitely talking to the wrong guy. what you just said sounds like heaven to
me!

AllthesuddenIgetit • 2 points • 14 January, 2018 01:12 AM 

It all get's old my friend.

After you have fucked so many HB10's that don't want anything to do with a future, it gets
boring. I would take a HB8 all day if I knew she would be trustful and build a future with
me.

But at this point, I dont think ANY of the girls I meet are capable ofi t
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Luckyluke23 • 1 point • 14 January, 2018 01:16 AM 

i guess that's what you get when you let women do whatever they want.

oZeplikeo • 1 point • 14 January, 2018 04:20 PM 

Maybe you need to aim for girls a bit below your standard? Find a HB6 or 7 who will
worship you and maybe then you'll find your partner in crime?

AllthesuddenIgetit • 1 point • 14 January, 2018 11:46 PM 

I tried that....

My last "relationship" was a pretty cute girl with a GREAT job. Kinda thought the
whole "power couple" thing where together we made BANK. Not a gorgeous
model/actress that you are used to seeing in the Santa Monica "going out" scene,
but a pretty girl nonetheless.

But attraction wise, I would give her an 7.82 (yes I use 2 decimals in my rating
system) and after a year, the small things that I thought I could "deal with" stuck
out more and more and more.

Yes I know, all girls are going to lose their look as they get older, but these were
things that stuck out to me even on our first date. I remember driving home and
rationalizing in my head "Well, yeah that does bug me but she is X, Y, Z". Not
smart ....

Anyways, taught me the lesson that unless I am as attracted to that person as I need
to be, there is no point in dating them long term.

At the same time, the girls I am attracted to seem to be EXTREMELY into the dick
carousel hypergamy thing and always have their head on a swivel. Wish I wasn't so
shallow, perhaps it would be easier.

But with how well my business is doing, I am fine being single through my life if I
do not meet this so called "unicorn" that I am describing that isn't THAT big a
deal. Yeah, I know, it's not gonna happen. lol

ThrowFader • 1 point • 13 January, 2018 05:42 PM* 

deleted 
What

 
is

 
this?

AllthesuddenIgetit • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 09:11 PM 

Amen to that ....

31.62% growth in revenue in 2017

96.81% growth in profits in 2017

Finally hit the deca mark and did exactly $10,096.82 after all rebates sent in.

Was a great year!

[deleted] • 1 point • 13 January, 2018 09:34 PM 

The reason? I simply just do not care about hooking up with women as much anymore.

I have gotta get back into it too, but for me. Cause I have 0 interest in hooking up also. I have this disorder
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where I am attracted to intelligent women who can hold a conversation and who actually bring a bit of joy
wherever they go vs sapping mine.

You'd be surprised how rare they are.

NorthEasternNomad • 2 points • 15 January, 2018 05:26 PM 

Amen. I know the feeling.

I cannot sleep with a dumb girl. Cannot. Of I can't stand to hear you speak, it's an utter turn off...

characterulio • 1 point • 14 January, 2018 08:21 PM 

I think its not only you but a lot of the self conscious males of this generation think the same way. 90% of
the women in the west are sluts so you will have hard time finding someone who is worth while. Also the
"alphas" who fuck easy girls are the problem as well.

Whenever I tell my male friends I am off the dating scene or am not interested they look at me weirdly.
When I am in a relationship semi serious. I get no time to hang out with my family or friends and it is all
about my gf. You have to stop your hobbies even if you goto gym they want a gps up your ass to know
where you are.

Relationships are just bothersome but 1 night stands aren't better either. It is hard to find someone worth the
crap especially with modern women.

AllthesuddenIgetit • 1 point • 15 January, 2018 12:07 AM 

Ehh, I dunno man. I would definitely be considered one of those "Alphas" you are talking about and have
and do get laid A LOT.

But I know after 20 minutes whether it is a girl I want for a one night stand, a girl I will spin as a plate, or
a girl that could possibly be something more.

That third category has gotten more and more rare. I think I have had 2 that fit that area and when we had
the talk about if we wanted to be monogamous and get more serious, they were quicker to say no than I
was.

But I do agree with a lot of what you are saying, I have just learned to take care of myself first as to
money and health. Any girl (if she exists) that would be a part of my life would do the same and be a
team mate. We take care of ourselves first, then we take care of our "team" second.

But yeah, I don't see women who want that until they are 35+ and I am flat out not attracted or interested
in them

characterulio • 1 point • 15 January, 2018 01:32 AM 

Totally agreed. Whenever i go back to the dating scene I just end up with one night stand. Its not
because the girls don't like me but I don't find them interesting for more than a quick 1 night stand.. I
have met super smart and "caring" women but they are generally have been not my type or way older
than me which I am not really interested in.

All the girls my age 23-24 I just find vapid, superficial and stupid. Like I said I have found some
really smart girls but they are really not attractive like not even average which I would be fine for.

I guess girls these days care more about being hot babes on instagram rather than knowing anything
about the world or learning useful skills like how to fucking cook or clean their apartments. All these
girls I had one night stands with have apartments that look like they have been ravaged by a bear.
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CrazyHorseInvincible[M] • 1 point • 15 January, 2018 07:04 AM 

Questions like this go to /r/asktrp

[deleted] • 14 points • 13 January, 2018 11:40 AM 

James Franco deserves it for playing along with that whole #MeToo #Timesup garbage. What was he thinking?

Fedor_Gavnyukov • 1 point • 13 January, 2018 09:21 PM 

he's a self proclaimed "feminist" so yea

rationalthought314 • 10 points • 13 January, 2018 06:09 AM 

When in doubt fall back on the try and true tactic of mansplaining to avoid any accountability of you being a
dingbat who doesn't understand what a contract means.

[deleted] • 8 points • 13 January, 2018 11:42 AM 

If someone ever argues with you when you claim women are children, show them this. The only people that can
legally get out of a binding contract are children. And soon women will officially demand that "right".

[deleted] • 8 points • 13 January, 2018 01:25 AM 

It took me 4 tries to make sense of that heading. Op, can you use a bit more punctuation next time?

loveofnotes • 6 points • 13 January, 2018 04:14 PM 

Went and found the twitter feed. Its actually a positive thing for this sub. Everyone there seems fed up with
tweeting accusations. Especially the girls. it becomes a shouting match. Twitter is garbage. Everything is
garbage omg lol.

plutosheen • 5 points • 15 January, 2018 12:33 AM 

Women are children. Don’t enter into contracts with children.

Achillesreincarnated • 15 points • 12 January, 2018 11:42 PM 

Her answer is ridicolous. Feminists shut down the ”wrong” opinions, they never have any facts for their claims
and hides behind social justice as if it gives them a right to claim what they want. They look like 1930s Nazis.

xdppthrowaway9001x • 0 points • 15 January, 2018 07:13 AM 

Nazis were vehemently against the concepts of social justice and equality, much like the modern alt-right.
Don't throw around terms you don't understand.

Reformed65 • 1 points • 13 January, 2018 03:12 PM [recovered]

Users with the rainbow emoji are trouble.

ChadThundercockII • 4 points • 13 January, 2018 11:55 PM 

She fucked with the wrong guy there. Franco will sweep the floor with her and her entitled sniveling hamster.
Also, he wasn't affected by these allegations. Franco is a shining example of how a man should act when he has
shit thrown at him from monkeys.

donquixoteesq • 5 points • 14 January, 2018 05:49 AM 

This is the endgame https://www.timesupnow.com/ https://5050by2020.com/
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anonmmmm112 • 6 points • 14 January, 2018 10:26 AM 

This is ridiculous.

It's the fact that men make better movies than "Ghost busters". Let me, as a male director, step off so you ma
lady can make a movie. HAHA! It doesn't work like that. No body puts you on. You are either good and
make movies and earn money, or you are not. No matter the gender.

There is no way 5050by2020 is realistic. It's definitely gonna make the environment even more toxic than it
now is. But they won't succeed because no body is gonna watch their movies, WA WA WA call a fucking
wambulance. Funny when they'll realise they fucked up.

donquixoteesq • 1 point • 17 January, 2018 04:29 AM 

You got a point. What they don't see is that what makes Hollywood a cash cow and a cultural power is
the creativity of talented people who make stuff people want to pay big bucks to see. SJW Star Wars
didn't have a second good week both in USA and China for the same reason.

RestlessInVegas • 4 points • 15 January, 2018 02:26 AM* 

And that idiot Mark Wahlberg capitulated and gave his $1.5M reshoot fee for All The Money In The World to
the 'Time's Up Legal Defense fund'. Instead of telling all of snowflakes bashing him to pound sand, he gave
in to PC culture. They always give in and that's why this shit is only going to get more and more fucked.
Nobody famous has the balls to take a stand and say enough is enough of this lunacy.

IDisagreeHere • 6 points • 15 January, 2018 05:01 AM* 

Would be great for Wahlberg to come back and say that "power dynamics" of public pressure caused him
to donate that $1.5MM and therefore it wasn't really a consensual transaction. I mean us over-privileged
normies wouldn't understand the idea of being in a position where you have to decide between not
irreparably damaging our career, and making the decision that we're comfortable with. Being backed into
a corner like that DOES NOT = consent.

donquixoteesq • 1 point • 17 January, 2018 04:47 AM 

I think WME has supported publicly the fund and so my guess is that they promised some quid pro quo
in the future in exchange for his present humiliation. It was said that he got the extra money precisely
because he is represented by WME's boss so I think this is a save face investment. Money is a powerful
corrupting thing so this fund maybe dangerous or maybe it will backfire when someone tries to get rich
from it. Unless they work pro bono they won't be able to fund many lawsuits and some law firms will get
richer than they are now in fees. If they somehow play honest the money will last longer but it would not
be invested in frivolous cases and be used only against powerful men that can afford similar lawyers. If
they use it against regular men hopefully they will be ashamed of doing the same they criticize (using the
power of money to go after poor people). But my money is in the money being spent in a ridiculous
fashion. And the power grab will be only as effective as the value of the industry after they debilitate it
with their whining.

Another thing they don't see is that people will not pay attention to anonymous accusations and public
ones may carry a slut-shaming in the future. I am so tired of the feminist movement that I would not care
in a couple of years about being called a sexist for pointing out that so and so actress is a slut with a story
to prove it given by herself (#metoo stories often start with a woman putting herself in a situation in
which any regular person would expect sex to happen).

This reminds me of a #metoo situation a few years back (#metoo before it was a thing) where a few
women exposed a famous dance instructor for sexual impropriety. These stories started with the guy
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offering a private lesson in his room and in one of them the girl herself took her skirt off in front of the
guy prompted by him with some be spontaneous BS. I was more admired that this s%ˆt works (you
proposing a girl to undress because "spontaneity") than angry at the guy making a sexual move after this.
You are in his hotel room in your panties and you expect the guy to not try a little more? #metoo am a
slut is the real name of the movement!

fearl3ss • 4 points • 15 January, 2018 03:38 AM 

The Aziz Ansari "allegation" is truly something!

She's a 23 year old Tinderella who went on a date with a celebrity. Mental turn on. Then when she's up in his
room, her body rejects his small brown body and awkward physical escalation. She rolls with it, but her vagina
dries up. After she finally says no and leaves, she is repulsed

Here's the Hamster translation: "turn me on and fuck me right, otherwise it's harassment."

Just read the Twitter reactions from other women:

"A lot of men will read that post about Aziz Ansari and see an everyday, reasonable sexual interaction. But
part of what women are saying right now is that what the culture considers "normal" sexual encounters are
not working for us, and oftentimes harmful."

Guys, you know what this is. This is TRULY WEAPONIZED alpha-testing. Aziz, with all of his celebrity,
status, and money, is a fake alpha who couldn't get a slut turned on. Now women want to ruin your career if you
aren't a real alpha, holy shit.

Read this twitter reaction as well:

I talked to a girl who says she went on a date with @azizansari in an exclusive for @babedotnet. She told
me, "It was by far the worst experience with a man I’ve ever had." I believe her. #TimesUp #MeToo
#AzizAnsari

Basically, dude is lame at physical escalation.

I've been living outside of the US (in Asia) for the last 3 years. American women are insanely entitled. I'm sorry
for all of you men that have to jump through a million hoops just to deal with these women.

delotes77 • 4 points • 15 January, 2018 06:51 AM 

There is a very real War on Masculinity going on, and the Feminists are working overtime to eliminate men and
the masculine nature. The #MeToo movement and #TimesUp are just more aggressive means of mobilizing
women. Men should not just take this BS up the tailpipe, or sell their own gender up the river by apologizing for
their gender! Enough is enough. And more women who don't align with feminism need to start standing up for
men more and speaking out against the feminist narrative to start breaking it down.
https://youtu.be/QmZAhaf7YwU

WTHub • 3 points • 15 January, 2018 11:53 AM 

Since posts are restricted...if anyone is familiar with the new Aziz Anzari situation where it was pretty much an
account of a typical date/sexual encounter by a woman who basically wrote up a revenge post. On the "Babe"
website.

Well, an older generation writer at the Atlantic claimed this woman (and many others) that these kind of women
are dangerous and in fact, ruined this man's career by doing so as the situation was consentual.

He even admitted that HE even thought it was consensual...so he was shocked to hear this claim, esp. since he's
on the side of the feminists. She was just butt hurt that's all.
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The link to the article by a "Red pill" woman...

https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2018/01/the-humiliation-of-aziz-ansari/550541/

**Was Grace frozen, terrified, stuck? No. She tells us that she wanted something from Ansari and she was trying
to figure out how to get it.

She wanted affection, kindness, attention. Perhaps she hoped to maybe even become the famous man’s
girlfriend. He wasn’t interested. What she felt afterward—rejected yet another time, by yet another man—was
regret.

And what she and the writer who told her story created was 3,000 words of REVENGE PORN.

The clinical detail in which the story is told is intended not to validate her account as much as it is to hurt and
humiliate Ansari. Together, the two women may have destroyed Ansari’s career, which is now the punishment
for EVERY kind of male sexual misconduct, from the grotesque to the disappointing.

Twenty-four hours ago—this is the speed at which we are now operating—Aziz Ansari was a man whom many
people admired and whose work, although very well paid, also performed a social good. He was the first
exposure many young Americans had to a Muslim man who was aspirational, funny, immersed in the same
culture that they are. Now he has been—in a professional sense—assassinated, on the basis of one woman’s
anonymous account.

Many of the college-educated white women who so vocally support this movement are entirely on her side. The
feminist writer and speaker Jessica Valenti tweeted, “A lot of men will read that post about Aziz Ansari and see
an everyday, reasonable sexual interaction.

But part of what women are saying right now is that what the culture considers ‘normal’ sexual encounters are
not working for us, and oftentimes harmful.”

**

It's nice to see an article, by a WOMAN, who actually SEE's her spoiled, younger generation for who they really
are. They are making the TRUE feminist look bad and they can see through it.

redpillschool[S] • 1 point • 15 January, 2018 02:44 PM 

Interesting find. I'm going to repost this, thanks!

WTHub • 1 point • 15 January, 2018 04:05 PM 

Np! You should read the comments at the bottom of the Atlantic article. A lot in agreement that this was
just a typical sexual encounter. Someone likened it to a "hit job" of sorts.

[deleted] • 5 points • 13 January, 2018 12:33 PM 

tl;dr version: feelings > logic

tylerden • 2 points • 13 January, 2018 05:00 PM 

Look $100 can go along way, it can buy crack it can pay for a back door abortion...ungrateful.

IDisagreeHere • 2 points • 15 January, 2018 04:53 AM 

If you are sincere in your goal and truly believe, support, and wish to see your movement grow, which of these
paths do you choose?

Investigate fully and publish stories about the worst transgressions, or
Instantly publish the flimsiest allegations you can find against your biggest male supporters?

Ofc you don't pick number two. You choose that option if you're looking for clicks/ad-revenue. Which is most

https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2018/01/the-humiliation-of-aziz-ansari/550541/
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likely the real fuel behind this bullshit movement. It's never been about improving the lives of women in the
industry. It's about a new fun way to get attention and catapult yourself into our society's most revered class--
victims. It's in-the-moment and chic and a great way to get people to read your dying publication. It's not about
achieving future outcomes. And really, what's more female than that?

Two months ago, the whole "Exposing Sexual Assault in Hollywood" had more public support than Christmas
bonuses. One month ago, Matt Damon gave an interview that didn't fullscale bend knee to the righteous goals of
MeRibbons. He was publicly castigated, but a number of people admitted that he wasn't all wrong in his
criticism. A couple days ago, Liam Neeson basically shit all over it and a bunch of people said "yea he's got a
pretty good point." That is what MeRibbons has done with its greatest asset, public support.

It's going to be a fun couple of months watching these crazies devour their own nouveau chic male feminists
though.

[deleted] • 4 points • 12 January, 2018 09:42 PM 

Nobody takes her seriously though.

ShadowOfAnIdea • 1 point • 13 January, 2018 09:52 AM 

Calling it the culmination overemphasizes the importance of the cases and also the importance to the accusations
in relation to the cases.

Note that anyone outed was outed for business/political reasons, and whoever wanted them out recognized this
was the logical way to do it.

The culmination is reduced socioeconomic mobility for lower and middle class bloodlines.

RedPill_Swinger • 1 point • 13 January, 2018 11:36 AM 

It's both but I think a lot of people feel disgusted when such behaviours take place.

Fedor_Gavnyukov • 1 point • 13 January, 2018 09:27 PM 

this was on tumblrinaction a few days ago. some good stuff in that thread

rockmasterflex • 1 point • 14 January, 2018 09:53 PM 

Holy shit if you read the related "graphic' encounter between Aziz and some chick he went on a date with you'll
just want to drink bleach and die.

It's all so hopelessly full of nonsense.

Transist0r420 • 1 point • 16 January, 2018 02:39 AM 

oh god. Things are getting worse.

mirage1e • 1 point • 16 January, 2018 05:19 AM 

So what she is saying is: believe me without hesitation and follow me blindly without question or you’re just as
bad to me as the man I’m accusing.
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